magazine review... Innisfree proves varied, interesting

By David Cook

It would be difficult to exaggerate the magnitude of this month’s issue of Innisfree. The magazine appears to be the MIT journal of inquiry and it offers an “MIT Journal of Inquiry.” It does this by a variety of articles dealing with topics of some interest (at least to some members of this community). The Vietnamese War (in a semi-humorous way), LSD, housing policy, and Ten Raws are among the subjects offered this month.

The serious debate on Vietnam is continued in the letter column this month, in which Mr. Bill London (the treasurer of the Committee to end the war in Vietnam) has written an answer to Dick Cunningham’s article of last month and been rather ineffectively rebutted by Mr. Cunningham.

Essays continue to form a part of the magazine. This issue includes an offering on the scientific conscience re responsibility and an interpretation of market policies with a view toward “legitimating” their place in our society. Neither appears to lead anywhere, although the essay on conscience is better. The second essay not only has no purpose and, but also no purpose—"legitimating" is a thing which is not continuous, which the author does not support for the case of machine politics.

Yield topics

The book reviews cover widely differing topics—disarmament, baseball, and conditioning. All three are well-written, though that on "Walden Two" (conditioning) across more concern than the reviewer's conclusions than the author’s. Innisfree has also improved technically. This issue has a new-folded-page format, retailed by one of its co-editors, and more and better cartoons. It also uses simple photographs to illustrate and brighten the article on Ten Raws and the interview comes oot better of them.

All in all, the new style in Innisfree books fine.

In the last issue, the Bulletin Board
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TUESDAY, MAY 17

7:00 - MIT Mirth Society, Student Center, Rm. 473.
7:30 - Christian Science Service, MIT Chapel.
8:00 - MIT Commune Players "The Buffalo or Board", Student Center, Rm. 407.
9:00 - Concert Band Rehearsal, Kresge.
9:15 - Club Fellowship, MIT Greek, Adm. 50c. Kresge.
10:00 - Methodist Student Fellowship, MIT Chapel.
11:00 - Episcopal Communion, MIT Chapel.
12:05 p.m. - Episcopal Communion, MIT Chapel.
1:00 - Roman Catholic Mass, MIT Chapel.
1:30 - Chess Club, Student Center, Rm. 473.
2:00 - Seminar on Education, E.S. Morgan, The Cincinnati Times Digest, 30 Mechanic St. Boston, Mass. 02110.
2:00 - Baseball, and conditioning. All
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